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Abstract:
Double scattering of 51 MeV deuterons on carbon shows strong
vectör polarization effects. Tensor polarization effects are
found to be small. Optical model predictions by SATCHLER could
be confirmed qualitatively. Quantitatively, there are significant
discrepancies.

This report has been published in Phys.Letters 27 B (1968)
567 in part.
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Double scattering experiments with deuterons are less nPfuerous
than those with spin=1/2 particles. Due to additional tensor
polarization effects intensities must be determined not only
at azimuthangles 0 = 0 and n, but at n/2 (and or 3n/2) also.
Thisrequires axial symmetry of the secondary beam with re11
spect to the intensity and to the beam dilergence, which is
difficult to achieve with the necessary precision.
The interpretation of deuteron double scattering experiments
[1] in thelow energy region is difficult because o~ possible
compound nucleus contributions. The two early double scattering experiments [2] at high energies suffer from a lack of
energy resolution~ The present double scattering experiment
performed at the Karlsruhe isochronous cyclotron uses energies where compound nucleus contributions should be small
and where separation of elastic from inelastic scattering is
still possible with plastic scintillators. No deuteron polarization data for this enerß7 region are available so fare
In order to get information on the spin dependent terms of
the optical model we performed double scattering experiments
for deuteron scattering on carbon with a primary deuteron
energy of 51.5 MeV. The experimental setup [3] uses a first
scattering chamber, a quadrupole triplet focusses the scattered
deuterons into another scattering chamber. This chamber can
15e rota ted around the axis of symmetry of the secondary beam.
A circular diaphragm in front of the second target provides
axial symmetry in intensity on the second scatterer. Axial
symmetry in divergence is monitored by two counters positioned
directly in the secondary beam and fixed to the rotating scattering chamber. The parameters A and B of azimuthai asymmetry,
defined by N.fV 1 + Acos0 + Bcos20, are taken for two symmetrically located counter telescopes as weIl as for the monitors
mentioned above. The asymmetries in the telescopes were found
todepend linearlyon the asymmetries in the monitors. Linear
interpolation of the 'telescope asymmetries to zero monitor
asymmetries results in the experimental azimuthai asymmetry
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due to spin dependent components of the nuclear interaction.
Theexperimental setup was tested with double scattering of
100 MeV ~-particles. The resultant effective deviations from
ideal symmetry were found to be EA = 0.015 ~ 0.014° for A
and E B = 0.010 ~ 0.009 0 for B. The corresponding systematic
errors to be expected for deuteron scattering are
A

dlncr

uA,B = dQ

c

(1 )

~A,B,

where dis the differential scattering cross section and 0
the. polar angle for the second scattering.
Measurements extended over several months. An overall X2
test yielding X2 = 271.4 for 274 degrees of freedom shows the
consistency of the results.
The asymmetry parameters A and B depend on the deuteron energies E1 and E2 and on the polar scattering angles Q1 and Q2
in the GM-system for the first end the second scattering,
respectively. The first scattering acts as apolarizer, the
second one as an analyzer. Using the notation of LAKIN [4],
the asymmetry parameters A and Bare given by

A

=

B =

2«iT11 )1 (iT11 )2 - (T 21 )1 (T 21 )2)
1 + (T 20 )1 (T 20 )2

,

(2)

2(T 22 )1 (T 22 )2
•
1 + (T 20 )1 (T 20 )2

Rere, the tensor components Tjk with subscript 1 and 2 describe the spin orientation in the laboratory system created by
the first scattering and by the time reversed second scattering for unpolarized incident particles, respectively.
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During each experiment for a fixed primary angle Q1 the azimuthai asymmetries A and Bare measured as a function of 02.
In two eXl>eriments, significant polarization effects were observed.
For the first experiment, 01 was chosen near a pronounced interference minimum in the differential cross section (Fig. 1).
The resulting azimuthai asymmetries as a function cf 02 are
shown in Fig. 2. At G2~Q1' a positive value of A was obtained. For this secondary angle, B is zero within statistics.
A negative maximum in A was found at Q2 = 57.6°.
Fer the primaryangle of the first experiment the polarization
was expected to vary rapidly with angle and energy. This was
not the case with the angular region of the observed negative
minimum. Hence, a second experiment at G1 = 57.6 0 was performed (Fig. 3). Under this primary angle, a pronouneed maximum in
A appears at Q2 =43 0 • As to B, the largest deviation from
zero (-0.030 :!: 0.008) is found in a region of maximum slope
dlnC1/dQ at about 23 0 • Here, aeeording to (1), instrumental
aSYmmetries reach ~B = - 0.015 ~ 0.014. So, within statisties,
ourresults in B are not ineonsistent with a vanishing differenee between the experimental points and the expected instrumental asymmetries.
The tensor comp_onents T-,,in (2)
for elastie
seatterinrr
of
JK:
• .
.....
51.5 MeV deuterons on carbon have been caleulated by SATCHLER
[5]. He analyzed the differential cross section data measured
by SCHMIDT-ROHR et ale [6] and BR1tCKl1ANU et ale (7) using an
optieal potential [8] with a Saxon-Wood-type real central term,
a Thomas-type imaginary eentral term, and areal Thomas-type
LS term. A search routine applied to the data for scattering
angles bet'\>leen 15 and 160 0 yielded the model parameters. Some
of the resultant optieal model parameter sets are given in
Table I. A good fit was obtained even without any spin dependant
term. All these parameter sets give nearly the same fit shown
in Fig. 1.
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The azimuthaI asymmetries Apredicted by the corresponding
potentials in Table I are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 also. Only for potential 1 the energy dependence of polarization
has been taken into account (curves 1e). A comparison with
our results shows qualitative agreement in A. However, a
significant difference in magnitude is observed for 01 = 57.6°
and 02 = 43°. This discrepancy coincides with a small deviation cf the fit from the experimental differential cross
section in Fig. 1.
For a first interpretation of our results we neglect the
energy dependence of the expansion coefficient Tjk in (2).
As to B,theexperimental values for 02~ 01 = 22.8 and
57.6° give statistical upper limits for T22 with IT221<O.07
in both cases. This upper limit is not inconsistent with
the resul ts of SCH\.fANDT and HAEBERLI [9], who have shown the
need for a tensor term in the optical potential to describe
elastic scattering of polarized deuterons below 12 MeV .. The
maximum value for < 60 0 predicted by the potentials of
Table I is T22 = - 0.005 (pot. 2 at 22 0 ).

°

Neglecting tensor componentsT2k also, according to (2) the
absolute value of iT11 can be calculated for 01 = G2 = 57.6°.
This yields ascale factor of +2.41 to be applied to the A
scale of Fig. 3. Thus, one obtains iT11 as a function of Q2.
The sign of the scale factor was chosen in order to get consistence with the calculated iT11 values in angular regions,
where agreement between predicted asymmetries and experiment
was .faund. Under these assumpt'ions ans obtains

8"

maximum ans ..

lyzing power (iT11 )2=-O.448 ± 0.050 (Basle convention) at
02 = 43 0 for E2 = 41 MeV. This is 75% of the absolute maximum value compatible with vanishing tensor components T2k •
Underthese conditions, carbon seems to be a good analyzer
for deuteron vector polarization with an extrapolated differential cross section of about40 mb/sterad.

- 5 Taking into account the calculated energy dependence of iT11
for
= 57.60 the scale factor ment ioned above would become
+1.64. In this case one gets a mean value of Vs =7.3 .:!: 0.8 MeV.
for the LS term. This value was obtained by comparing the expected asymmetries for potential 1 and 3 (Table I) with the
experimental value of A at 01 = 02 = 57.6 0 • The indicated
error contains statistics, uncertainty in the radial dependence of the LS term, and the uncertainty in T2k •

°

Absolute calibration and energy dependence of iT11 areunder
investigation.
We would like tothankthe cyclotron group for their efforts
to obtain an intense external beam from the Karlsruhe cyclotron. We especially appreciate the most valu,able theoretical
support by Professor R. Satchler.
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- 7 Captions ofFigures:
Figure 1:

Differential cross section for elastic deuteron
scattering on carbon at 51. 5 MeV. Experimental data [6] and optical model fit [5].

Figure 2:

Parameters A and B for the azimuthaI asymmetry,
def'ined by N-1 + Acos0 + Bcos20, as a f'unction
of the polar angle Q2 for the second scattering and
for Q1 = 22.8°. The curves are optical model predictions deduced from the corresponding potentials
in Table I.

Figure 3:

As figure 2, but for Q1

Table I:

V

Pot.No.
1
2

3

86.0
n

91 .. 8
82.9

= 57.6°•

Optical model parameter sets obtained
to fit the differential cross section
elastic deuteron scattering on carbon
in thenotation of [8]. Z2 relates to
freedom.
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